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Jeff informs, inspires and entertains in this 

timely and pertinent presentation. It focuses on 

how criminals try to trick us, steal our identities 

and commit cyber fraud. He demonstrates the 

simple steps we can employ to keep our 

identities safe and stay protected from the 

plethora of cyber scams and frauds that pervade 

our society. Jeff provides easy to implement 

solutions to real world cyber risks - what to 

watch for and where not to click. It is quality 

advice for a variety of audiences of all ages and 

provides added value for wealth management 

advisors, customer associates and clients. 

Jeff was an FBI Special Agent for over 20 years, during 

which he investigated cybercrime, organized crime, 

human trafficking, and terrorism. Jeff has lectured at 

Harvard and Princeton Universities and written two 

highly reviewed books. He is featured in a Netflix 

documentary about the FBI and he often appears on 

national television news programs where he talks about 

the growing threat of cybercrime.

Solutions to Real-World Cyber Risks Program Contents

• Prevent cyber fraud, email 

hijacking and account takeovers

• Secure password storage

• Two factor authentication

• Tech support scams

• Wire transfer fraud

• Using mobile devices securely

• Prevent identity theft

• Freezing credit reports

• Is “home title lock” necessary?

• Gift card scams

Audience Comments

“Your presentation was the 
highlight of our schedule.”
“A phenomenal speaker!”
“Our clients found the event 
very informative and our best 
educational seminar yet!”
“Mr. Lanza’s presentation 
provided practical solutions 
and strategies in an engaging 
and fun presentation.”
“The feedback from clients 
has been terrific. No question 
the best seminar in my 25 
years in the business.”jefflanza@thelanzagroup.com; 816-853-3929
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